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BOGNER: Athluxury Sports Fashion
meets Quality Luggage

BOGNER is expanding its bag range with exclusive luggage from leather
goods specialist Müller Meirer. The new luggage series includes two options
that combine masterful craftsmanship with the highest precision. The result
is a luxurious luggage series for every occasion.

The new BOGNER suitcases were designed and developed in close
collaboration between the BOGNER design team and long-time license
partner Müller Meirer: Inspired by a passion for sports and function, every
detail of the suitcases - from the shell to the handle to the ball bearing - was



carefully selected to combine the best of both worlds: premium quality
luggage paired with BOGNER's signature casual elegance and sporty
sophistication. The result is an exclusive BOGNER hard case set that
reinterprets travel in style and is designed to meet all the needs of the
modern traveler.

Specially designed for frequent travelers, the luggage combines all the
features to travel smart: the particularly high-quality material Makrolon
polycarbonate is characterized by its high strength, durability and extreme
temperature resistance. The stable and noiseless wheel system allows for
maximum driving comfort and easy control, for a confident appearance on
any terrain. The low dead weight and high stability make the BOGNER hard
shell suitcases the perfect travel companions.

The suitcase design is both luxurious and timeless at the same time. The
suitcases are available in two series: the "Piz" series convinces with a high-
gloss look in six colors: Marshmallow, Shale, Evening Sand, Red and Neon
Yellow. The color-coordinated lining creates a luxurious overall impression.
The "Piz Deluxe" series is available in a sophisticated matte finish in two
variants: Black and White. Both suitcase series are available in four different
sizes each (S, S pro, M and L), the sizes S and S Pro can be used as cabin
luggage.

The BOGNER "Piz" and "Piz Deluxe" hard shell suitcases will be available
from March 2022 in a price range from 350 euros (BOGNER "Piz" / Size S) to
550 euros (BOGNER "Piz Deluxe" / Size L) in all BOGNER stores, on
bogner.com and at selected wholesale partners.

Willy Bogner GmbH & Co. KGaA, based in Munich, is an internationally successful
lifestyle company and the leading provider of exclusive sports fashion, luxurious
sportswear and designer fashion. The company appears in over 50 countries with
the BOGNER (Woman, Man, Sport, Kids) and FIRE+ICE brands as well as licences.
The company, which has existed since 1932, is led by Heinz Hackl and Gerrit
Schneider, owner is Willy Bogner represented by trustee Arndt Geiwitz. More
information: bogner.com. 
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